Clinico-pathophysiological considerations in coronary microvascular disorders
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Abstract

Around half of the patients undergoing an elective coronary angiogram to investigate typical stable angina symptoms are found to have non-obstructive coronary arteries (defined as < 50% stenosis). These patients are younger with a female predilection. While underlying mechanisms responsible for these presentations are heterogeneous, structural and functional abnormalities of the coronary microvasculature are highly prevalent. Thus, coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMD) is increasingly recognised as an important consideration in patients with non-obstructive coronary arteries. This review will focus on primary coronary microvascular disorders and summarise the four common clinical presentation pictures which can be considered as endotypes - Microvascular Ischaemia (formerly “Syndrome X”), Microvascular Angina, Microvascular Spasm, and Coronary Slow Flow. Furthermore, the pathophysiological mechanisms associated with CMD are also heterogeneous. CMD may arise from an increased microvascular resistance, impaired microvascular dilation, and/or inducible microvascular spasm, ultimately causing myocardial ischaemia and angina. Alternatively, chest pain may arise from hypersensitivity of myocardial pain receptors rather than myocardial ischaemia. These two major abnormalities should be considered when assessing an individual clinical picture, and ultimately, the question arises whether to target the heart or the pain perception to treat the anginal symptoms.
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INTRODUCTION

Around half of the patients undergoing an elective coronary angiogram to investigate suspected coronary artery disease are found to have non-obstructive coronary arteries (defined as < 50% stenosis)\(^1\). These patients are a clinical conundrum since many have features consistent with a history of typical angina and clinical evidence of myocardial ischaemia despite the absence of obstructive coronary artery disease to account for their symptoms. Unfortunately, many clinicians often dismiss the symptoms as “non-cardiac” in nature without further investigating other potential underlying coronary mechanisms. These include epicardial coronary artery spasm and coronary microvascular dysfunction. This review will focus on disorders associated with coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMD), particularly those considered as Primary Coronary Microvascular Disorders (also referred to as Type 1 CMD)\(^2\) where there is no clinically overt secondary cause for the CMD (e.g., distal coronary embolisation during coronary stenting).

THE CORONARY MICROVASCULAR DISORDERS

Since the advent of coronary angiography, clinicians have been puzzled when encountered with the “Paradox of normal selective coronary arteriograms in patients considered to have unmistakable coronary heart disease”\(^3\). The possibility of CMD being responsible for the symptoms was often empirically entertained but only attracted scientific investigation in 1973 when Arbogast & Bourassa undertook rapid atrial pacing in 11 symptomatic patients with obstructive coronary artery disease (Group C) and 10 patients with chest pain and normal angiography (Group X - experimental group); documenting that both groups experienced chest pain, ischaemic ST changes, and lactate production although the left ventricular haemodynamic responses differed\(^4\). This prompted the accompanying editorial to refer to the Group X patients as having “Syndrome X”\(^5\). Since this iconic landmark study, multiple clinical pathophysiologic studies have been undertaken to understand the underlying mechanisms responsible for these puzzling patients with unmistakable angina in the absence of obstructive coronary artery disease. Historically, these can be considered as four endotypes [Table 1], although the delineation between these endotypes is unclear and requires further investigation.

Microvascular ischaemia (formerly Syndrome X)

In the initial iteration of the term “Syndrome X”, specific clinical criteria were recommended, including exertional chest pain, ischaemic ST segment depression during exercise stress testing, normal coronary epicardial arteries on selective angiography, and the absence of coronary artery spasm [Table 1]. However, as the investigation into this disorder evolved, patients with other clinical markers ischaemia were also included (i.e., stress-induced reversible perfusion defects or transient regional wall motion abnormalities on imaging studies). Hence, the term Syndrome X incorporated patients with chest pain and evidence of ischaemia despite the absence of obstructive coronary artery disease or epicardial artery spasm, inferring that microvascular aberrations were responsible for the ischaemia (i.e., Microvascular Ischaemia). Substantial clinical studies were conducted utilising this “Syndrome X” definition, and it still represents the largest body of literature in this field.

Unfortunately, with time the term “Syndrome X” was utilised in a more generic context to describe any patient with chest pain suspicious of angina and non-obstructive coronary arteries. Furthermore, the term “Syndrome X” was also used to describe patients with metabolic syndrome, adding more confusion. Consequently, the term “Syndrome X” is now avoided in contemporary published literature, considering
Table 1. Coronary microvascular disorders pathophysiological endotypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microvascular ischaemia (formerly Syndrome X)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Pathophysiological concept: abnormal ischaemic markers in the absence of obstructive epicardial coronary artery disease or coronary spasm, inferring microvascular aberrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Original criteria (Syndrome X): (1) exertional chest pain; (2) positive ETT; (3) normal coronary angiogram; (4) no evidence of coronary spasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Avoid term “Syndrome X” since misused to describe any patient with chest pain &amp; normal angiogram, thus utilise term “microvascular ischaemia” for patients with exertional angina, documented evidence of ischaemia, normal coronary angiogram, and no evidence of spasm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impaired microvascular vasodilator response

- Pathophysiological concept: impaired coronary blood flow response to conventional hyperaemic stimuli (e.g., dipyridamole, adenosine, rapid pacing, and maximal exercise)
- Original criteria (Microvascular Angina): (1) impaired coronary flow reserve < 2.0; and (2) non-obstructive coronary arteries
- COVADIS Microvascular Angina definition expanded to include both markers of ischaemia and impaired coronary microvascular function (impaired CFR, microvascular spasm, or slow flow)

Microvascular spasm

- Pathophysiological concept: Ach-induced ischaemia in the absence of obstructive epicardial coronary artery disease or coronary spasm, inferring inducible microvascular spasm
- Original criteria (Microvascular Spasm): (1) angina and/or ischaemic ECG changes with ACh administration without epicardial artery spasm; and (2) non-obstructive coronary arteries

Coronary slow flow phenomenon

- Pathophysiological concept: an angiographic phenomenon characterised by delayed resting contrast flow in the absence of obstructive epicardial coronary artery disease or coronary spasm, inferring increased resting coronary microvascular resistance
- Original criteria (Coronary Slow Flow Phenomenon): (1) delayed opacification of the distal epicardial coronary arteries (i.e., TIMI-2 flow); and (2) non-obstructive coronary arteries
- Subsequent definitions utilised TIMI-frame count thresholds

the ambiguity in which diagnosis is being considered and the connotations for patients as to the nature of their symptoms. Thus, for the purposes of this review, the term “microvascular ischaemia” will be used to refer to the studies that utilised the specific original criteria for “Syndrome X” [Table 1].

Microvascular angina

This term was first used to describe patients who had chest pain with an impaired coronary flow reserve (CFR, i.e., less than doubling of the coronary blood flow response to a standard hyperaemic stimulus) in the absence of obstructive coronary artery disease. However, as none of these patients had a positive exercise ECG, it was difficult to reconcile these findings with studies of microvascular ischaemia. Hence some investigators focused on patients with features of microvascular ischaemia, whereas other focused on those with an impaired coronary vasodilator reserve (original Microvascular Angina). Although the two entities may coexist, the interrelationship requires further investigation.

Microvascular spasm

This term was coined by Mohri et al., who observed chest pain and ischaemic ECG changes in patients during acetylcholine (ACh) provocation testing, despite the absence of epicardial coronary artery spasm. The presence of ischaemia was further confirmed by transcardiac lactate measurements. Thus the ACh-induced myocardial ischaemia in the absence of epicardial coronary spasm was attributed to microvascular spasm. This approach provides a pragmatic diagnostic strategy in the diagnosis of CMD since the ACh provocation test both diagnoses microvascular spasm and excludes the presence of inducible epicardial coronary spasm.

Coronary slow flow phenomenon

Initially described by Tambe et al., this angiographic phenomenon is defined as a delayed passage of contrast medium through the coronary arterial tree, despite the absence of obstructive coronary arteries. It has been clinically characterised, and the underlying pathophysiology is confirmed as an increased resting
coronary microvascular resistance\textsuperscript{[12]}. Hence this disorder differs from other coronary microvascular disorders since the abnormal coronary vasomotor disorder is evident at rest.

**Characteristics and prognosis of CMD**

Over three-quarters of patients with suspected ischaemia and no obstructive coronary artery disease have identifiable coronary vasomotor disorders\textsuperscript{[13]}. Patients with CMD are younger at the time of diagnosis (~49 years) and more often female (up to 70%)\textsuperscript{[14]} compared to those with obstructive CAD. This has led to speculation that women have a predilection to non-obstructive coronary arteries, whereas men are more likely to have atherosclerotic obstructive coronary artery disease\textsuperscript{[1]}. In women with suspected ischaemia and no obstructive coronary artery disease, a higher baseline average peak velocity (bAPV) is associated with greater angina severity by the higher use of anti-angina medication, suggesting that perhaps a high bAPV contributes to impaired CFR and may represent a specific pathophysiological contributor to CMD\textsuperscript{[15]}. The long-term prognosis of patients with angina in the absence of obstructive coronary artery disease is heterogeneous, with a systematic review and meta-analysis suggesting that the presence of mild atherosclerosis or evidence of myocardial ischaemia may impact prognosis\textsuperscript{[16]}. Moreover, in women with evidence of ischaemia and non-obstructive coronary arteries, impaired microvascular vasodilatory response to adenosine was predictive of major adverse cardiac events (MACE = cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, stroke, and heart failure) during a median follow-up of 9.7 years\textsuperscript{[17]}.

**COVADIS definition**

The Coronary Vasomotion Disorders International Study Group (COVADIS) have recently proposed all-encompassing clinical criteria for patients with primary coronary microvascular disorders, including the following attributes: (1) ischaemic symptoms; (2) objective evidence of myocardial ischaemia; (3) absence of obstructive CAD; and (4) evidence of CMD (as demonstrated by impaired CFR, microvascular spasm, abnormal iMR/hMR, or the coronary slow flow phenomenon)\textsuperscript{[18]}. Patients fulfilling all these criteria are considered as having “Definitive Microvascular Angina”, whereas those with only 3 criteria are considered as “Suspected Microvascular Angina”\textsuperscript{[18]}. Accordingly, they expanded the clinical context of the term “Microvascular Angina” compared to the original term.

**MYOCARDIAL ISCHAEMIA AS A PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM**

Based upon the above COVADIS definition, patients with microvascular angina require two essential pathophysiological elements, namely evidence of myocardial ischaemia and CMD, to account for the chest pain experienced by these patients in the absence of obstructive CAD. The presence of both of these pathophysiological elements provides evidence that the chest pain is cardiac in origin and excludes non-cardiac causes, despite some clinicians labelling the patients with “non-cardiac chest pain”. These pathophysiological elements also provide a logical explanation as to the mechanisms responsible for the chest pain, with CMD producing myocardial ischaemia [Figure 1] and analogous to the paradigm of obstructive CAD producing myocardial ischaemia. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1, the previously characterised coronary microvascular disorder endotypes may produce CMD via different mechanisms, but all have a final common pathway of myocardial ischaemia producing chest pain.

**CMD mechanisms producing myocardial ischaemia**

This requires an understanding of the regulation of coronary microcirculation. Beyond the epicardial coronary arteries, which largely serve as conductance and capacitance vessels, commences the coronary microcirculation, including vessels < 500 microns in diameter. The microcirculation comprises of pre-arterioles (100-500 mcm), arterioles (100 mcm), capillaries (10 mcm) and venules. The pre-arterioles and arterioles are the resistance vessels within the coronary circulation and thus exert the greatest impact on coronary blood flow. In contrast, the capillaries are responsible for gas/nutrient exchange with myocardial
The regulation of coronary microvascular resistance is complex, being influenced by extravascular compressive forces, perfusion pressure, and coronary autoregulation, as well as neurohumoral, endothelial, and metabolic factors. Moreover, the coronary microvascular resistance regulation is not distributed uniformly across the myocardium but varies across different vascular segments and microdomains. This variability in myocardial perfusion is controlled by both the pre-arterioles and arterioles, which differ in their functions. The pre-arterioles are not only influenced by local vascular factors but also by extravascular neurohumoral stimuli (e.g., adrenaline). These stimuli may influence myocardial perfusion within a local vascular territory by adjusting pre-arteriolar vascular tone. In contrast, arterioles have a pivotal role in coronary autoregulation. This process involves maintaining consistent perfusion within a localised microdomain, despite a wide range of changing driving perfusion pressures. The exact mechanisms involved in this pressure-flow autoregulation are unclear, but vascular myogenic tone (i.e., vascular smooth muscle ability to constrict in response to increased perfusion pressure) is thought to play a role.

The coronary microvascular disorders [Table 1] exhibit disturbed coronary microvascular resistance, which may manifest as an increased resting microvascular resistance, impaired microvascular vasodilation, and
inducible microvascular spasm. However, the disturbances in the microvascular regulatory pathways responsible for these vasomotor perturbations remain to be fully elucidated.

**Increased microvascular resistance**

Since its first description of 6 cases in 1972\[10\], the delayed passage of angiographic contrast in the coronary slow flow phenomenon (CSFP) has been attributed to increased microvascular resistance. This has been supported by coronary haemodynamic studies demonstrating elevated resting microvascular resistance but an intact vasodilatory capacity (i.e., coronary flow reserve)\[12,19\]. The cause of this increased resting microvascular resistance requires further elucidation but may involve structural or functional abnormalities. Mosseri et al.\[20\] undertook cardiac biopsies in patients with the CSFP and demonstrated abnormal small vessels and capillaries, with endothelial cell swelling and common degeneration findings, which may potentially structurally obstruct the vessel lumen. Capillary rarefaction is another structural cause of an increased resting resistance, although it was not evaluated in the biopsy studies. In relation to functional abnormalities, increased intramyocardial compressive forces and microvascular constriction are possible causes, although the former has not been evaluated in the CSFP. Potential autacoids that may mediate the increased microvascular resistance include neuropeptide Y, endothelin-1, and thromboxane A\(_2\)\[12\]. Evidence supporting a pathogenetic role for neuropeptide Y and endothelin-1 include the induction of the CSFP by respective intracoronary infusion of these vasoconstrictors in humans\[21\] and animals\[22,23\] models. Also, increased plasma levels of endothelin-1\[24\] and thromboxane A\(_2\)\[25\] have been reported in patients with the CSFP.

**Impaired microvascular dilation**

In response to increased oxygen demand, autacoids are released that have an autoregulatory function and dilate the arteriolar circulation, resulting in an increased coronary blood flow. With a maximal hyperaemic stimulus (e.g., adenosine or dipyridamole), the resting coronary blood flow should at least double from the resting state, i.e., the coronary flow reserve (maximal hyperaemic coronary blood flow/resting flow) > 2. If inadequate vasodilation occurs in response to the hyperaemic stimulus, then it infers a disturbance in coronary blood flow regulation. This may be multifactorial, including an increased resting coronary resistance with inadequate compensatory vasodilatory reserve or a reduced capacity to vasodilate. The mechanisms responsible for the disturbed coronary blood flow regulation require further investigation, but microvascular endothelial dysfunction appears to play a role. Egashira et al.\[26\], measured coronary blood flow as a marker of coronary microvascular function and demonstrated that endothelium-dependent microvascular vasodilation was impaired in patients with microvascular ischaemia whereas endothelium-independent vasodilation was intact. Whether coronary risk factors, which are key determinants in large vessel endothelium-dependent vasodilation, are important in microvascular endothelium-dependent vasodilation requires further investigation.

**Inducible microvascular spasm**

The mechanism responsible for the microvascular hyper-reactivity to ACh stimuli also requires investigation. Since ACh is an endothelium-dependent vasodilator, an endothelium-dependent mechanism may be inferred. However, the dose of ACh used in the provocative spasm testing is 5-10 fold greater than the doses used for endothelial function testing and will have a direct effect on the vascular smooth muscle beyond the endothelium. Hence the underlying mechanism appears to be a microvascular smooth muscle cell hyper-reactivity to Ach, similar to that observed in vasospastic angina.
ABNORMAL NOCICEPTION AS A PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM

The concept that CMD (via a variety of mechanisms) produces myocardial ischaemia, which initiates a neural pain pathway so that the ischaemia is perceived as chest pain by the sensory cortex in patients with microvascular angina [Figure 1], has been questioned by some researchers. Puzzling observations in patients with microvascular angina, which are difficult to explain using this paradigm include: (1) not all patients with evidence of CMD have evidence of myocardial ischaemia[7]; (2) patients with apparent microvascular ischaemia (as suggested by a positive stress ECG) do not exhibit classical metabolic markers (e.g., lactate production) of myocardial ischaemia during rapid atrial pacing[27]; and (3) unlike obstructive coronary artery disease, where ischaemia is associated with a transient regional wall motion abnormality (e.g., a positive stress echocardiogram), patients with microvascular ischaemia have preserved systolic function during myocardial ischaemia[28], prompting speculation that there is a different “ischaemic cascade” in CMD. Accordingly, the “ischaemic paradigm” has been challenged in microvascular angina[29].

In addition to these discrepancies between CMD, myocardial ischaemia, and chest pain in patients with coronary microvascular disorders, multiple studies have demonstrated an abnormal pain perception [Table 2]. This has fostered the second school of thought in the clinico-pathophysiology mechanisms of coronary microvascular disorders, beyond the “myocardial ischaemia hypothesis” to an “abnormal nociception hypothesis”.

In a landmark controlled study, Rosen et al.[30] administered a high dose dobutamine infusion to patients with apparent microvascular ischaemia, CAD, and control patients, assessing regional cerebral blood flow via PET as a marker of cerebral activity. Compared with the other groups, they observed more extensive and enhanced cortical activation in the patients with microvascular ischaemia (especially in the right insula). This suggests that the right insula (which receives the most cardiopulmonary sensory input) has a significant role in the increased pain perception in patients with microvascular ischaemia.

The “gate theory”[30] of pain perception has been proposed to explain these findings. With increased cardiac work, a normal healthy individual will have a continuous stream of afferent stimuli from the heart, which reaches the thalamus, but the signals do not reach the cortex; hence there is no pain perception. In myocardial ischaemia in CAD patients, secondary to increased cardiac work, the stream of afferent stimuli is stronger and overcomes the filtering ability of the thalamus, which will therefore allow pain signals to reach the cortex; thus, there is a perception of pain by the patient. However, patients with CAD who experience silent myocardial ischaemia may have altered handling of afferent signals from the heart at the central level (“overactive gate”), which contributes to a lack of perception of chest pain. On the contrary, patients with apparent microvascular ischaemia may have an ineffective thalamic “gate” that would allow inadequate cortical activation by afferent stimuli from the heart, thus causing increased pain perception [Figures 1 and 2]. Therefore in patients with microvascular ischaemia, the myocardial ischaemia (if present) may not be responsible for the chest pain symptoms[31]; similarly, the concept of abnormal nociception also does not exclude the presence of ischemia.

As summarised in Figure 1, two “schools of thought” may be considered in the approach to coronary microvascular disorders. The conventional approach where coronary microvascular dysfunction produces myocardial ischaemia, and in turn, angina is represented in the right-sided pathway. The left-sided pathway [Figure 1] reflects the abnormal nociception pathway, where myocardial ischaemia is not overtly responsible for the perceived pain, and abnormal pain perception is primarily responsible for the symptoms. The role of myocardial ischaemia in this pathway requires further clarification since it may be absent, and thus the abnormal pain perception may directly arise from the coronary microvascular dysfunction.
Table 2. Abnormal pain perception in patients with coronary microvascular disorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abnormal pain perception</th>
<th>Supporting studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased sensitivity to cardiac stimuli</td>
<td>· Intracardiac catheter manipulation provoked chest pain [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Direct cardiac stimulation with pacing wire [36,37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Increased perception of pacing-induced pain (even during sham stimulation periods) [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal cortical pain processing</td>
<td>· Impaired habituation to pain stimuli [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Functional neuroimaging during high dose dobutamine infusion demonstrated greater right anterior insular activity [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower cardiac pain threshold</td>
<td>· Low pain threshold and low tolerance to pain induced by adenosine [40] and epinephrine [41] infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive response to imipramine</td>
<td>· Imipramine (an anti-depressant used for chronic pain syndromes) was an effective anti-anginal agent in microvascular angina patients [42]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. The “gate” theory for pain perception in patients with Coronary Microvascular Disorders.](image-url)

Alternatively, subclinical myocardial ischaemia may be present, which would not give rise to symptoms that are exaggerated by the abnormal pain perception. Consideration should also be given to the myocardial ischaemia being present (and responsible for the chest pain) but beyond the detection of contemporary diagnostic techniques.
THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS

Understanding the pathophysiological mechanisms responsible for coronary microvascular disorders is not merely a theoretical academic exercise since the underlying mechanisms will be the targets for therapeutic strategies. Thus, if the clinical assessment implicates myocardial ischaemia as the cause of chest pain, anti-ischaemic therapies such as beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, and ranolazine should be considered. However, if an abnormal pain perception is believed responsible for the symptoms, anti-nociceptive therapies such as antidepressants, methylxanthines, and neurostimulators should be considered. While clinical assessment of the patient may predetermine one strategy over the other, the pragmatic approach adopted by many clinicians is to first utilise conventional anti-ischaemic medications and progress on to anti-nociceptive therapeutic strategies if unresponsive.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Coronary microvascular dysfunction patients represent a heterogenous group with underlying mechanisms implicating both coronary vasculature dysfunction and altered nociceptive perception. The application of invasive or non-invasive methods for the diagnosis of CMD depends on patient characteristics and preference, clinical presentation as well as local experience, and availability of the respective method. A personalised approach for treatment should be carried out, targeting the heart or the brain depending on the underlying pathogenesis responsible for chest pain in CMD patients.
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